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The solution of the Volterra integral equation with completely positive kernel 
y(l)+ ‘b(r-s) y(s)ds=u,+ 
s 0 S’ 
b(r -s) g(s) ds, t > 0, 
0 
is nonnegative and nonincreasing provided that g is nonincreasing and 0 < g(f) Q u,, 
for any f 20. We prove that under some additional hypotheses this property is 
inherited by the solution of the recurrence relation resulting from applying the 
trapezoidal method to this equation. X-1 1990 Academrc Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many test equations have been proposed in the literature for investi- 
gating the stability properties of numerical methods for Volterra integral 
equations (VIES) of the second kind, 
At) = g(t) + j; k(t, s, Y(S)) 4 t>r,, (1.1) 
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where g and k are continuous. Baker and Keech [3,4] investigated 
stability properties of step-by-step quadrature methods and Runge-Kutta 
methods with respect o the basic test equation 
At) = Yo + 2 1; y(s) ds, t > 0, (1.2) 
where L is a complex parameter. This test equation was also considered by 
van der Houwen ef al. [34], van der Houwen [30,3 11, McKee and 
Brunner [24], and Bellen et al. [9]. A more complicated test equation of 
convolution type, 
y(t) = 1 + j-’ (A + At -3)) Y(S) ds, t 3 0, (1.3) 
0 
where ,?. and p are real parameters, was considered by van der Houwen et 
al. [34], Wolkenfelt [35], van der Houwen and Riele [32], van der 
Houwen [30], Brunner et al. [lo], Jackiewicz [20], and Bellen et al. [9]. 
Amini [ 1 ] and Amini et al. [2] considered a more general test equation 
with polynomial convolution kernel, 
?;(t)=g(t)+J” i A,(t-s)‘y(s)ds, t>o, 
o.i=o 
(1.4) 
where Aj are real parameters, and derived stability polynomials of many 
classes of numerical methods with respect to this equation. The noncon- 
volution test equation 
y(t) = 1 + j’ (2 + pt + vs)y(s) ds, t 3 0, (1.5) 
0 
was first proposed by van der Houwen [30] and Amini et al. [2]. Stability 
analysis with respect to this equation was given in Bakke and 
Jackiewicz [S, 61 for reducible quadrature methods and in Jackiewicz [20] 
for multilag and modified multilag methods. In Bellen et al. [7] a necessary 
condition for stability of Volterra Runge-Kutta methods with respect to 
(1.5) was obtained. The test equation with degenerate kernel 
At) = s(t) + j-’ i a,(t) bits) As) & t 3 0, (1.6) 
O i=l 
was considered by Crisci et al. [ 151, where local stability conditions for 
exact collocation methods were given, and by Crisci et al. [ 161, where 
global stability conditions for these methods were derived. Van der 
Houwen and Wolkenfelt [33] investigated stability properties of linear 
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multistep methods with respect to the test equation with finitely decom- 
posable kernel 
y(t) = g(t) + 1’ i ai(t) bi(s, Y(S)) h, t > 0. (1.7) 
O i=l 
All the test equations listed above are equivalent to some differential 
equation or system of differential equations and, as a consequence, the 
recurrence relations resulting from the application of many classes of 
numerical methods to them can be reduced to recurrence relations of finite 
order. This fact simplifies the stability analysis considerably. These 
recurrence relations possess fixed coefficients in the cases of (1.2), (1.3), and 
(1.4), and variable coefficients in the cases of (1.5), (1.6), and (1.7). 
Recently Lubich [22], motivated by the work of Nevanlinna [28], 
proposed a new linear convolution test equation of the form 
where Re(1) < 0 and a is a continuous, positive definite L’-kernel. An 
application of the (p, a)-reducible quadrature method to (1.8) with a fixed 
positive stepsize h leads to a discrete convolution equation of the form 
y,=g,+h i w,-ja,-,Yj, n >O, (1.9) 
j=O 
where g, = g(t,), a, = a(nh), t, = to + nh with to = kh, and w, are coef- 
ficients of the quadrature formula corresponding to the (p, o)-k-step 
method (see Wolkenfelt [36] or Brunner and van der Houwen [ 111). This 
equation cannot be, in general, reduced to a difference equation of fixed 
order. Lubich [22] investigated the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of 
(1.9) using the discrete analogues of the Paley-Wiener theorem for Volterra 
integral equations. Hairer and Lubich [ 191 investigated stability properties 
of extended Runge-Kutta methods for (1.1) with respect to this test 
equation. As demonstrated by Lubich [23] similar techniques are also 
applicable to Abel-Volterra integral equations. 
In this paper we propose a new test equation of the form 
y(t)+fb(f-s) y(s)ds=uo+jrb(r-.~)g(~)ds, t30, (1.10) 
0 0 
where b is continuous, positive, nonincreasing, and locally integrable on 
(0, co), and for any I’> 0 the function b( t)/b(t + T) is nonincreasing as a 
function of t. These conditions are sufficient for b to be completely positive 
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(see Clement and Nohel [ 131 for the definition of this notion). We assume 
that g is nonincreasing and that 0 < g(t) < uO, t 3 0. Such equations have 
found applications in modelling the flow of heat in materials with memory 
(see Clement and Nohel [ 12, 131). Observe that (1.10) is, in a sense, more 
general than (1.8) since we do not require that heL’(O, co). Moreover, 
contrary to (1.8), the equation (1 .lO) includes as a special case the basic 
test equation (1.2). 
Equations with completely positive kernels have been investigated by 
Clement an Nohel [12, 131 and Clement and Mitidieri [14]. Related 
results are also given in Friedman [ 171, Miller [25, 261, Levin [21], and 
Griepenberg [ 181. 
In the next section we present a result on the asymptotic behaviour of 
solutions of the equation (1.10). In Section 3 we investigate the asymptotic 
behaviour of solutions of the discrete analogue of the equation (1.10). We 
demonstrate that the techniques used in the continuous case carry over to the 
discrete case. Finally in Section 4 we apply the results of Section 3 to inves- 
tigate stability properties with respect to (1.10) of the quadrature method 
reducible to the trapezoidal method for ordinary differential equations. 
Stability analysis with respect to (1.10) of general reducible quadrature 
methods as well as more general muitilag and modified multilag methods 
introduced by Wolkenfelt [37] will be the subject of future research. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF SOLUTIONS OF VOLTERRA 
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS WITH COMPLETELY POSITIVE KERNELS 
In this section we investigate the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of 
the equation (1.10) which we rename for convenience as (2.1) 
y(t)+ j’h(t-.e)y(s)ds=u,i j’b(t-s)g(s)du, t 3 0, (2.1) 
0 0 
u. 3 0. We impose the following conditions on the function b: 
(B,) b~C(0, co), b~L,‘,,(0, co), and b(t)>0 for any t>O, 
(B2) h is nonincreasing on (0, co), 
(B3) for any T> 0 the function b(t)/b(t + T) is a nonincreasing 
function of t on (0, co). 
Here. 
L&,(0, co) := f: JOT If(s)] ds< 00 for any T>O}. 
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Remark. Assuming that bE C(0, co) and that b(t) >0 for t >0 the 
hypothesis (B3) is equivalent to the condition that log(b(t)) is convex on 
(0, co) (see Clement and Nohel [13]). Observe also that conditions 
(Bi-B3) do not exclude weakly singular VIES. 
Concerning the function g we assume: 
(G,) O<g(t)<uo for any t>O, 
(G2) g is nonincreasing on (0, co), 
Remark. It follows from (G2) that g’ exists almost everywhere and that 
g and g’ are locally integrable. In view of (G,) and (G,) the function g has 
finite limits as t -+ 0+ and t + co ; we denote the last limit by g,. 
Occasionally it will be useful to consider the equation 
At)+ j’b(t-s)y(s)ds=.f.(t), t 2 0, 0 (2.2) 
where the function f satisfies the conditions : 
(F,) feC[O, co) andf(t)>O for t30, 
(F,) f is nondecreasing on [0, co). 
We also consider the two equations 
y(t)+j’b(t-s)y(s)ds=l, tao, (2.3) 0 
y(t) + !‘: b(t -s) Y(S) ds = b(t), t > 0. (2.4) 
The solution of (2.3) is called the fundamental solution of (2.2) and is 
denoted by s(b). Miller [26] proved that if b satisfies (B,-B3), then (2.4) 
has a unique solution r(b) which is locally integrable and continuous on 
(0, co). This solution is called the resolvent kernel associated with b. 
It is known (see Miller [27]) that if b andfEL:,,(O, co), then the unique 
solution of (2.2) is given by 
In particular, putting f(t) = 1 in (2.5) yields 
s(b)(t) = 1 - ji r(b)(s) ds, t b 0. (2.6) 
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Moreover, if g E L:,,,(O, co), then it is easy to check 
Nohel [13]) that the solution of (2.1) is given by 
y(t) = uo.y(b)(t) + 1’ r(b)(t -s) g(s) 4 
0 
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(or see Clement and 
t 3 0. (2.7) 
We have the following result for the asymptotic behaviour of solutions 
of the equation (2.1). 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume (B,-B,), (G,), and (G2). Then the solution y of 
(2.1) is nonnegative and nonincreasing for t >/ 0. Moreover, if b E L’(0, CXI), 
then 
lim y(t)=_fie II4 I ~ 
,-CC I+ llbll, + 1 + llbll, gm’ 
andifb$L’(O,cO), thenlim,,, y(t)=g,. Here, llb\l,=j,“b(s)ds. 
This theorem follows from the work of Friedman [17], Levin [21], 
Miller [25,26], Griepenberg [18], Clement and Nohel [12, 131, and 
Clement and Mitidieri [ 141 and gives an extension of the one dimensional 
case. We refer to the report [8] for its detailed proof. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF SOLUTIONS OF 
DISCRETE VOLTERRA EQUATIONS 
In this section we investigate equations of the form 
yn+ i bn-,Y,=uo+ i bn-igj, n 3 0, (3.1) 
,=o j=O 
u. b 0, which is a discrete analogue of the equation (2.1). We impose the 
following conditions on the sequence { b,}Fzo: 
(DB, ) b, > 0 for any n > 0, 
(DB,) 6, is nonincreasing for n 3 0, 
(DB,) for any m >O, b,/b,+,,, is a nonincreasing sequence with 
respect o n. 
Concerning { g, } ,“= o we assume 
(DG,) Odg,,<u,, n>O, 
(DG,) g, is nonincreasing for n b 0. 
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As in the continuous case we consider the equation 
Y,,+ i bn-,y,=L> n 3 0, 
j=O 
where the sequence (,f, } ,“= o satisfies the conditions: 
(DF,) fn30 for n20, 
(DF,) f, is nondecreasing for n 3 0. 
We also consider the equations 
Yn+ i bn-jy,=l, n 2 0, 
j=O 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
and 
Yrz+ ,f bn-,Yj=bn, n b 0. (3.4) 
,=o 
We denote the solutions of (3.3) and (3.4) by s, and Y,, respectively. 
It is easy to check that the solution of (3.2) is given by 
n 
yn=fn-- C r,--f- i 1' n 3 0. 
/=O 
(3.5) 
In particular, putting fn = 1, n = 0, 1, . . . . we get 
s,=l- i rj, n > 0. 
j=O 
It can be also verified that the solution of (3.1) is 
(3.6) 
Yn=UoJn+ i r”--,g,, n 2 0. (3.7) 
j=O 
We have the following discrete analogue of Theorem 2.1 for the 
asymptotic behaviour of solutions of the equation (3.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume (DB,-DB,), (DG,), and (DG,). Then the 
solution y, of (3.1) is nonnegative and nonincreasing for n > 0. Moreover, if 
I,?= o bj < co, then 
UO 
lim “= 1 +C,“=,b, 
C,“=obj 
n+  +l+~;,bjg~’ 
and if Cl!?= o6, = 03, then lim, _ ~ y, = g, , where g, = lim, _ m g,. 
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We will give the proof of this theorem in a sequence of lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume (DB,), (DB,), (DF,), anLZ (DF,). Then the solurion 
y, of (3.2) satisfies 0 < y, Gf,, for n 3 0. 
Proof. Following the approach by Miller [26] in the continuous case 
we define the function 4 by 
and consider the equation 
z,+ i b,p,b(Zj)=f*, n2°. 
J=o 
We show that z, must be nonnegative. Assume to the contrary that this is 
not true and denote by v the first integer such that z,, < 0. Then v >, 1 and 
O>z,=f,- i b,-,&z,)=f,-‘fl b,p,z, 
/=O /=o 
\‘- I 
which is a contradiction. Hence, z, = yn > 0. Since f, is nonnegative we 
have also y, <fn, which completes the proof. 1 
Remark. Lemma 3.1 remains valid if the condition b, > 0, n 20, is 
relaxed to b, > 0, n > 0. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume (DB,-DB,), (DG,), and (DG,). Then the solution 
y, of (3.1) satisfies y, 3 g, for n 30. In particular, the solution s, of (3.3) 
is nonnegufive. 
Proof. Subtracting g, + J$= o b, ~ j gj from both sides of (3.1) we get 
u,+ f: b,-juj=uo-gn, n 2 0, 
j=O 
where U, = y, - g,. Obviously, the right-hand side of this equation is 
nonnegative and nondecreasing. Hence, by Lemma 3.1 we get u, b 0 or 
Y,> g,, n30. I 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume (DB,-DB,). Then the solution rn of (3.4) satisfies 
O<r,<b,, na0. 
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ProojI Consider the equation 
where 4 is defined in Lemma 3.1. We will show that z, is nonnegative. 
Assume to the contrary that this is not true and denote by v the first 
integer with the property z, < 0. Then v 3 1 and 
O>z,=b,,- i b,,-jd(Zj)=b,-‘i’b,-,zj 
/=O j=O 
b Z-L 
b 
b V-l 
V-l 
_ ‘cl “v-f 1 zj) 
j=O 
b 
3 Y 
b 
b Y- 1 
V-l 
-‘Cl 6.,:,zj) bb, =-z,-120. 
j=O Y 1 
This contradiction proves that z, = Y, > 0. Since 6, is nonnegative we have 
also r,, 6 b, and the lemma follows. 1 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume (DB,-DB,). Then the solution s, of (3.3) is 
nonincreasing. 
Proqf: Lemma 3.4 follows from (3.6) and the nonnegativity of r,,. 1 
LEMMA 3.5. Assume (DB,-DB,). Then the solution y, of the equation 
Yn+ i bn -JYj=uobn+1+ i bn-,h,, n > 0, 
j=O j=O 
is nonnegative provided that u. > 0 and the sequence {hi},??? o is nonnegative. 
Proof: In view of (3.5) we obtain 
Yn=uob,,+l+ i b,-,h,- i m-j bj-shs 
J=o j=O > 
= vo b ??+I -jgor”-jbj+,)+ i brn-jhj- i i rn-jbj-sh.7 
j=O s=OJ’=S 
= 00 bn+l- f b~+,-jrj)+,Flo(b.l~J-~r,i-,b,)hj 
,=o .r = 0 
=vo(l+bo)r,+,+ i r,-jhj. 
j=O 
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By Lemma 3.3, r, 2 0. Since u0 and Iz, are also nonnegative, the conclusion 
follows. 1 
LEMMA 3.6. Assume (DB,-DB3), (DG,), and (DG,). Then the solution 
yn of (3.1) is nonincreasing for n > 0. 
Proqf: Put v, = u0 - y,, n > 0. Then 
u,t+ i b,,-iUj= i b,-i(a,-gj), n 3 0, 
j=O ,=o 
or 
V, + i tl,-,bj= i (u,-g,-j) bj, n b 0. 
j=O j=O 
Differencing the last relation we obtain 
AU,+ 2 dU,~,bj=(Uo-go-Uo)b,+l pjio Agn-jbj, n >O. 
/=O 
Since - Ag, is nonnegative and 
Uo+bogo uo- go 
u,--go-u,=y,-go= 
1 +b, 
~ a 0, - go = 1 + 6, 
it follows from Lemma 3.5 that Au, 2 0, which completes the proof. 1 
LEMMA 3.7. Assume (DB,-DB3). Then C,“=, r, 6 1. 
Proof Lemma 3.7 follows from (3.6) and the fact that s, is 
nonnegative. 1 
LEMMA 3.8. Assume (DB,-DB3). We have 
(A) Zf C,“=, b, < CC then 
(B) If C,“=, b, = 00 then 
lim s, =0 and 5 rn= 1. n-m n=O 
409 I52 ‘2-3 
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Proof of Part A. Observe first that if b, 20, C,“=, b, < 00, and 
lim n _ oc s, = s, then 
lim f bHpjsj=s, f bj. 
n+m /=O j=O 
(3.8) 
This fact follows from the Lebesgue Convergence Theorem (see, for exam- 
ple, Royden [29, p. 2291) through the use of the measure assigning mass 
b, to the nonnegative integer j. The relation (3.8) can be also proved 
directly in a more elementary way. Let E > 0 be given. Since C,“=, b, < 00 
we can choose an integer N, such that C,“=,, + , b, < e/(2( Isol + 2 (s,I )). 
We can also choose an integer N, > N, such that for n 3 N,, 
Is, ~~ N,- s, / < c/(2 x,2 o 6,) holds. Then for n 2 N, we have 
1 i bn-js,-sm f bjl 
j=O /=O 
= jgosn-jb, ” + c s,+jbj-s, 2 bj + i bj + f bj 
j=Nl+l j=O /=NI+I j=n+l )I 
< fJ Is,pj-s,lbj+ i IS,pj-s,Ibj+Is,l ‘f b, 
/=O j=NI+l j=n+l 
‘2~;~ b ,$ bj+ 
J--o J J-O 2(ls,l +c2ls,l) (Isol + Isml) 
which proves (3.8). 
Passing to the limit as n + cc in (3.3) with y, replaced by s, and using 
(3.8) we obtain 
lim s,,(l+~ob,)=l, 
n-5 
which proves the first relation of (A). This formula and (3.6) imply the 
second relation of part A. 1 
Proof of Part B. The sequence s, is nonnegative and nonincreasing, 
hence 
l=s,+ i b p.s >s 
j=O 
n I/y n(l+joh,). ~20. 
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Since C,“=, 6, = cc we have lim, _ a, s, = 0, and in view of (3.6), 
C,“= 0 I,, = 1. This completes the proof. [ 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Theorem 3.1 is an immediate consequence of 
Eq. (3.7) and Lemmas 3.2, 3.6, and 3.8. 1 
4. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF TRAPEZOIDAL RULE FOR VIES 
In this section we apply the results of Section 3 to investigate stability 
properties of trapezoidal method for VIES with respect o the test equation 
(2.1). Let h > 0 be given and consider the quadrature method for (2.2) 
.j= -1 
with given starting value y-, =f(O). Here, t, = (n + l)h, n = - 1, 0, 1, . . . . 
i 
I 
wn,j= 
7, j= -l,n, 
1, j=O, 1 , . . . . n - 1 ; 
yj is an approximation to Y(tj) where Y is the solution of (2.2); andf*(rj) 
is an approximation to f( tj). Observe that this method is well defined only 
if the function b is not singular at t = 0. Therefore, it is assumed throughout 
this section that b has a finite limit as t -+ O+. Obviously, this condition 
together with continuity of b on (0, co) implies that b E L&(0, 00). 
We chose in (4.1) Lubich’s [22] notation with negative subscript for the 
starting value; this will simplify the formulas that follow. The method (4.1) 
is reducible to the trapezoidal method for ordinary differential equations; 
compare Wolkenfelt [36] or Brunner and van der Houwen [ 111. 
Applying (4.1) to (2.1) and approximating the integral appearing on the 
right-hand side by the trapezoidal rule we obtain 
w~-jD~~jYj~“O+wOP~+~(~(o)~uO)+ i wn-jPn-jgj, (4.2) 
J=o j=O 
n 2 0, where Bj = hb( jh), gj = g( tj), j = 0, 1, . . . . w. = 4, w, = 1, j = 1, 2, . . . . It 
follows from the superposition principle that the solution y, of (4.2) is the 
sum of the solutions of equations 
and 
Yn+i” n-jBn-jYj= l?(O) + i wn-jBn-jgj, n 2 0, (4.3) 
J=o j=O 
Yn+ f w,-jB,~jYj=("O-g(0))(l-WOBn+l), n 3 0. (4.4) 
.I = 0 
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The equation (4.3) is of type (3.1) with b,= wjBj and u0 = g(0). Assuming 
that b satisfies (B, ) and that b has a finite limit as t + 0 + the sequence 
{w~/?~},?~ satisfies (DB,). Unfortunately, the conditions (B2) and (B3) do 
not imply (DB,) and (DB,), so we cannot use Theorem 3.1 directly to 
investigate the behaviour of solution y, of (4.3). However, we have the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume (B,-B,) and that b has a firzite limit as t + 0 + . 
Moreover, assume that /?,, < 2. Then the solution y, of (4.3) is nonnegative 
and nonincreasing for n b 0. Moreover, if c,E 0 b, < cc then 
&T(O) 
lim yn = 1 + c,“=, Wnfln 
c,“=o WllPn g 
n-m +l+z,“=,w,B, O”’ 
and if C,?=, 6, = co then lim, _ a; y, = g,, where g, = lim, _ cc g,. 
Proof: Denote by s, the solution of the equation 
Yn+ C wn-jBn-JYj=l, n 3 0, (4.5) 
/=O 
and by rn the solution of 
Yn+ 1 wn-j Pn-jYj= wnPn9 n > 0. (4.6) 
J=o 
We will first show that under the condition PO <2 the sequence s, is 
nonnegative. Consider the equation 
Z, + i wn-,Bn-,4(zj)= l, 
j=O 
n 30, where 4 is defined as in Lemma 3.1. Assuming that z, 3 0, 
j=O, 1 ,..., v-l,andz,<O,v>l,weobtain 
v-1 V-l 
O>z,=l- c w,-.p -.z.=l- 1 fin+,zj / n ,/ 
,=o j=O 
v-l 1’ - 1 
al- 1 B,PIP,zj=l- c w~-l-jBn-I-,zj-WO~OZy-~ 
j=O j=O 
=(l-w,~o)z,~~,>o, 
which proves that z, = s, is nonnegative. Next we show that 0 < r,, < w,,B,,. 
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This is a little more delicate thant the proof of Lemma 3.3. Denote by z, 
the solution of the equation 
n 
'n+ C wn-jBn-jd(zj)=wnPnt n B 0. 
j=O 
Then z, is nonnegative. Assume to the contrary that this is not true and 
denote by v the first integer such that z, < 0. It is easy to check that v > 2. 
Indeed, the assumption z. < 0 leads to z. = wopO, which is a contradiction. 
The assumption z,<O leads to z, + w,fl,z,= w,pi, and taking into 
account that zo= ~~~~/(l + w,j&) we obtain zI = wljl/(l + w,/?~), which 
is again a contradiction. Hence, v z 2 and 
0 > z, = w,,p, - i: W”-j/L,qG-,I 
j=O 
WYB” v-2 
= 
W,-IL1 
w,-1Pv-1- c 
wv-jBv-jwv-lbv--l z, 
J 
j=O W”P,, 
W1BIW,-lLL-1 
W"P" 
ZV-I 
) 
‘+f(l-woBo)zv-‘. 
Y 1 
Since 1 - wopO 2 0 is equivalent to PO 6 2 the last expression is non- 
negative, which is a contradiction. This proves that 0 < r, < wnBn. From 
this point the proof of this theorem follows the same lines as the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 (compare Lemmas 3.43.8). 1 
Concerning the behaviour of the solution y, of (4.2) we have the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 4.1 the 
solution y, of (4.2) has a finite limit as n -+ 03. Moreover, if C,“=. b, -c co, 
then 
UO 
lim yn= 1 +c,“=, w,p, 
c,“=o WnBn g 
N - cc + 1 +C~~ownBn O”’ 
and zf C,“=. b, = 00, then lim, _ m y, = g,. 
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ProojI It follows from (3.5) that the solution of (4.4) is 
Yn=(uo-g(O)) l-woP,+,- ( i rn-j+WO i yn-jPj-+l ) > n > 0. j=O j=O 
Hence, 
lim v.=(~0-g(O))o-w0P,)(l- f rj). 
n-co ,=o 
Therefore, if C,“=. 6, < co, then taking into account that 
.,lfo rn = 
c,“=o WnBn 
1 +c,“=o WnBn 
(compare Lemma 3.8) and that b, = 0 we obtain 
uo - g(O) 
lim y”=l+~,“=ow,p,7 n+m 
and if C,“=. b, = co, we get lim, _ co y, = 0. Since the solution of (4.2) is a 
sum of the solutions of (4.3) and (4.4) the conclusion follows from 
Theorem 4.1 and the above relations. 1 
Under additional assumptions on /I, we can prove that the solution of 
(4.2) is nonnegative and nonincreasing. To be more precise, we have the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 4.1 the 
solution y, of (4.2) is nonnegative, nonincreasing, and has the same limit as 
that given in Theorem 4.2. 
ProoJ We have already proved in Theorem 4.1 that the solution of 
(4.3) is nonnegative and nondecreasing; therefore it remains to be proven 
that the same is true for the solution of (4.4). We first show that the 
solution y, of (4.4) is nonnegative. It is easy to check that y, 2 0. Assume 
that y,aO for O<n<v and y,,+, < 0. Then on differencing the equation 
(4.4), after some calculations we get 
v-1 
(I+ WODO) Y", 1 -Cl -Bl+ wOBO) YY + C d(wv-jBv-j) Yj 
j=O 
= -wo(uo - g(O)) AbY+ 1. 
Observe that the right-hand side of this relation is positive while the left- 
hand side is nonpositive, which is a contradiction. This proves that y, is 
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nonnegative. Next we show that y, is nonincreasing. Differencing (4.4) we 
obtain 
AYn+Wn+lBn+l YO+ i: wjPjAYn-j= -wO(uO-g(0))A~n+l, n 3 0. 
j=O 
We show by induction that Ay, < 0 for any n 3 0. For n = 0 we get 
(1 + woPo) AYO = -(uo - g(O)) (wo API + pl;~-w~fl’) 
We have 
(2+Bo)(/12-B1)+281(2-B,) 
= v2 + BOB2 - BOBI + 28, - 33: 
2 wz + POP2 - PoPI+ 2P, - 2pop2 = (2 -p&p, + p2) 3 0, 
where the first inequality follows from PI//?* < po//?1 and the second from 
PO < 2 and nonnegativity of pi. Consequently, Ay, GO. Assume now that 
Ay, < 0 for v < n. We show that this implies that Ay, d 0. We have 
and since fi,, ~ j/fi,, < fin _ , _ j//In _, and Ay, < 0, j < n - 1, we obtain 
(1 +woPo)A~nd -wo(uo-g(O))AB,+, -Bn+Iyo 
-~(~~‘8,~*~jAYj+PoW,dY.,~,) 
J 0 
= -wo(uo-s(o))ABn+~ -lL+,yo 
+P”-l /3, ((I- ~080) AY,- I + wo(uo- g(O)) AB, + B, Y,) 
= wo(uo - g(O)) 8, 
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It follows from the properties of b that /I,,/fl,, _, < B, + 1//?,, and subtracting 
one from both sides of this inequality and replacing n by n + 1 we 
get &LiPn64L+l/P11+I. Combining the last two inequalities gives 
AA/A 1 dAbi+, //I,, . Therefore. dy, ,< 0, which is our claim. 1 
Remark. It is easy to check that the application of (4.2) to (2.1) with 
b(t) = ,! = const leads to 
1 - hl-12 
Y “+‘=~Yhnjz+ 
The solution of this equation is nonnegative, nonincreasing, and y, --+ g, 
as n -+ co provided hA < 2, which is in agreement with Theorem 4.3. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The technique presented in Section 4 for the trapezoidal method is, in 
principle, applicable to quadrature methods reducible to Adams-Moulton 
methods of higher order. However, the conditions under which the numeri- 
cal solution { Y,},“_~ has a finite limit as n -+ co become increasingly more 
complicated. As an illustration let us consider a quadrature method 
reducible to the Adams-Moulton method of order three. As demonstrated 
by Lubich (1221 this method can be written in the form 
yn=g(tn)+h i wn,jWn, t,> Y,) + h i wn-jk(tn, tj, Yjh 
/= -2 j=O 
n>O, t,=(n+2)h, n= -2, -1,0 ,..., where w,+~=&, n>O, w~,-~=%, 
wn,-1= iz* I3 n>l,w,=~,w,=~,~,~=l,n32(compareBrunnerandvan 
der Houwen [I 11 or Wolkenfelt [36 J). This method applied to the test 
equation (2.1) takes the form 
Yn+ i W,-jfinpjYj=UO+ i w”-jfln-jgj+ 2 wn,jBn-j(gj-Yj), 
/=O j=O ,= -2 
n > 0, where y -2 and y_ I are given starting values, and we can use the 
technique developed in Section 4 to analyze the asymptotic behaviour of its 
solutions. Assuming that the function b satisfies the conditions given in 
Theorem 4.1 it follows after considerable computations that the solution 
{ y,,}F=o of the last equation has a finite limit as n -+ a3 provided that 
fiO d + and (1 + 5g,/l2) b2 - 1698:/144 >O. 
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